The journey to Microsoft Certified: Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations Apps Developer Associate

Start here
Decide if this is the right certification for you

Not right for you?
Upskill with recommended training

Reinforce skills with experience

Pass exams

Continue to grow

Explore these certifications next
Other tracks (Associate)
• Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management, Manufacturing Functional Consultant Associate
• Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management Functional Consultant Associate
Next level up (Expert)
• Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations Apps Solution Architect

This certification is a good fit if:
• You’re a developer who works with Finance and Operations apps.
OR
• You work with Finance and Operations apps, configuring security, processes, and options.
• You develop and test code.
• You apply developer tools to perform data migration, implement reporting, and integrate and manage data solutions.

• You hold this certification:
MB6-895
Financial Management in Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations

Skills outline guide

Master the basics with Fundamentals certifications
• Dynamics 365 Fundamentals
• Power Platform Fundamentals

OR
Browse all Dynamics 365 certifications

OR
Instructor-led training
Course MB-300T00
(for exam MB-300)
Microsoft Dynamics 365: Core Finance and Operations

Course MB-500T00-A
(for exam MB-500)
Microsoft Dynamics 365: Finance and Operations Apps Developer

Additional resources
• Documentation
• Learning catalog

Suggestions for gaining experience
Work as a developer on one or more projects.
Volunteer to help develop a project.
Complete more hands-on practices.

Take a practice exam
Pass required exam to earn your certification
MB-300
Microsoft Dynamics 365: Core Finance and Operations

MB-500
Microsoft Dynamics 365: Finance and Operations Apps Developer

Microsoft Certified: Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations Apps Developer Associate
Developers who work with Finance and Operations apps in Microsoft Dynamics 365 implement and extend applications to meet the requirements of the business. Candidates provide fully realized solutions by using standardized application coding patterns, extensible features, and external integrations.

Get started at aka.ms/Dynamics365Certs_FinOpsAppDev
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